Course Purpose: Advance of Health Economics will present and discuss the main ideas generated by the application of microeconomics to issues of health, health care and health policy sector. We will use the principle of microeconomics to discuss the issue of health issue, such as the demand of health, health care and health insurance, the supply side of health care. Our discussion will also touch on current policy topics, and the role of government in the health care system.
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六、 教學進度

2010/4/20 Mid-term presentation
朱僑麗
2010/4/27 Asymmetric information and agency
朱僑麗
2010/5/4 Imperfect information: supplier induce demand and small area variation
朱僑麗
2010/5/11 The organization of health insurance market
朱僑麗
2010/5/18 Health care labor markets and professional training
朱僑麗
2010/5/25 Hospital and long-term care
朱僑麗
2010/6/1 Equity, efficiency, and need
朱僑麗
2010/6/8 The health economics of bad
朱僑麗
2010/6/15 Final presentation
朱僑麗
2010/6/22 Final presentation, Curriculum Discussion, and Final test
朱僑麗

七、 評量方式

Presentation of journal article (English and Chinese), and final reports. Final Reports: 1. Everybody achieves a study proposal about your interest topic of health economics. 2. Pages: 20-30. 3. in Chinese. Assessment: Participation: 35%; presentation: 20%; Final Report: 45%.

八、 講義所在地

亞洲大學, 41354 台中市霧峰區柳豐路 500 號
TEL: 886 + (0)4 + 2332-3456
FAX: 886 + (0)4 + 2331-6699 © Asia University, Taiwan